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SEACHTAIN NA GAEILGE 

Beidh spórt agus spraoi againn an seachtain seo 

agus muid ag díriú isteach ar an nGaeilge 

labhartha mar gur í seo Seachtain na Gaeilge. 

Beidh comórtais, duaiseanna agus eile againn ar 

feadh na seachtaine. Beimid ag súil le go leor 

Gaeilge a chloisteáil ó na páistí taobh istigh agus 

taobh amuigh den seomra ranga. B’fhéidir gur 

féidir le teaghlaigh na scoile iarracht faoi leith a 

dhéanamh Gaeilge a labhairt sa mbaile—bainigí 

trial as! 

There will be prizes, competitions, games and 

fun all week for Seachtain na Gaeilge (a week in 

which we make a special effort to use as much of 

our national language as we can).  We hope to 

hear the children using 

their Gaeilge both inside 

and outside the class-

room. Why not try it our 

at home also? Mams and 

Dads are encouraged to 

use the ‘cúpla focail’ - 

have a bit if fun with it! 

On Friday we will have a day on which we will 

all wear a bit of green for the week that’s in it. 

The children can wear whatever they want on 

Friday and put on something green. We also 

invite the children to bring in a couple of Euro to 

help Trócaire, a charity helping those in the de-

veloping world.  

Mar sin caithigí glas ar an Aoine agus tabhair 

cúpla Euró isteach ar scoil.  

Return To School Declaration Form  

If your child has been absent for any reason 

at all you must fill out a Return To School 

Declaration Form which is automatically 

generated on the Aladdin system for you.  

Our Wonderful Staff At Holy Cross 

Today sees the full return to school for all of our pupils after 

what has been an extraordinary year. At this stage I would 

like to pause to pay tribute to our exceptional staff. Last 

March 12 seems a long time ago but I remember well our 

teachers being organised and ready to provide remote 

learning from day one. Carina had the Aladdin Connect set 

up before any lockdown so we were primed for action! Our 

SNA team put the shoulder to the wheel whenever needed 

and contributed in many ways which were unseen—go 

raibh maith agaibh. As the weeks unfolded I recall the staff 

meeting (on Zoom of course) where the teachers decided to 

continue supporting the children and parents by working 

through their Easter Holidays. Our Deputy Principal Mr. Mc 

Grath organised parental surveys and the teachers pivoted 

their provision of remote learning in answer to the needs of 

families in our school community. Our school building was 

always neat as a pin and so well tended and safe. This is 

down to the hard work of Paul Rafferty and Louise Doyle. 

Along with Carina, they never stopped coming in and mak-

ing sure that we were all safe and sound in school.  

Since Christmas again, our teachers have been fantastic. 

What they have been doing is actually extremely difficult 

and like so much of what happens these days—sapping on 

the energy and emotion levels. They make it look easy but 

it’s not. I would like to thank them most sincerely for their 

work ethic, their care and compassion and their consistent 

professionalism and humanity this past year. They are as a 

team and as individuals a credit to the teaching profession 

and a reflection of all that is great about Holy Cross 

School—we are blessed to have them! Míle maith agaibh ó 

chroí. 

Ultan Mac Mathúna, Príomhoide 



 

You can have flaws, be anxious, and even be angry, but do not forget that your life is the greatest enter-
prise in the world. Only you can stop it from going bust. Many appreciate you, admire you and love you. 

 

Remember that to be happy is not to have a sky without a storm, a road without accidents, work without 
fatigue, relationships without disappointments.  

 

To be happy is to find strength in forgiveness, hope in battles, security in the stage of fear, love in dis-
cord. It is not only to enjoy the smile, but also to reflect on the sadness. It is not only to celebrate the 
successes, but to learn lessons from the failures. It is not only to feel happy with the applause, but to be 
happy in anonymity.  

 

Being happy is not a fatality of destiny, but an achievement for those who can travel within themselves. 
To be happy is to stop feeling like a victim and become your destiny's author. It is to cross deserts, yet to 
be able to find an oasis in the depths of our soul. It is to thank God for every morning, for the miracle of 
life.  

 

Being happy is not being afraid of your own feelings. It's to be able to talk about you. It is having the 
courage to hear a "no". It is confidence in the face of criticism, even when unjustified. It is to kiss your 
children, pamper your parents, to live poetic moments with friends, even when they hurt us.  

 

To be happy is to let live the creature that lives in each of us, free, joyful and simple.  

It is to have maturity to be able to say: "I made mistakes".  

It is to have the courage to say "I am sorry".  

It is to have the sensitivity to say, "I need you".  

It is to have the ability to say "I love you".  

 

May your life become a garden of opportunities for happiness ...  

That in spring may it be a lover of joy. In winter a lover of wisdom.  

And when you make a mistake, start all over again.  

For only then will you be in love with life. You will find that to be happy is not to have a perfect life. But 
use the tears to irrigate tolerance.  

Use your losses to train patience.  

Use your mistakes to sculptor serenity.  

Use pain to plaster pleasure.  

Use obstacles to open windows of intelligence.  

 

Never give up .... Never give up on people who love you. Never give up on happiness, for life is an incred-
ible show.  

(A recent message from Pope Francis). 


